Overview of


**Part I – Foundational Ideas**

* Jesus, Francis, Clare as Leaders – Our Models
* Franciscan Servant Leadership:
  - Call, Commitment, Vision
  - Willing Instruments – Based in Prayer
  - Leader Relationships – Lived in Dialogue
  - Shared Leadership
  - Different Gifts
  - Tasks of Servant Leaders

* Leadership Styles

* We respond as Secular Franciscan Servant Leaders

**Part II – Leader Guides (15)** Format is: Need – Source – Goal – Means

1) Initial Formation
2) Spiritual Significance
3) Ongoing Formation
4) Agenda for Council
5) Candidate Readiness
6) Meetings Missed
7) Apostolate
8) Franciscan Life
9) Servant Leadership Roles
10) Fraternity Prayer
11) Elections
12) Animating Gatherings
13) International Scope
14) Common Fund
15) Cultural Diversity
Part III – Fraternity Management

* Index to the General Constitutions
* Questions to Consider

Part IV – Practical Aids

* Brainstorming
* Communication
  - Communicating
  - Listening
  - Responding
  - Engaging in Dialogue
* Decision-making Using Consensus
* Fraternity Planning
* Preparing Presentations
* Problem-solving
* Reconciling Differences

* Enhancing Self-esteem
* Becoming a Servant Leader
* Franciscan Resource Information
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